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Cool tie dye patterns for hoodies

1 Place a plastic tablecloth over a large table to prevent stains and spills. The tie dyeing process can be very messy, so it is best to put a plastic tablecloth over a large table to reduce spills and prevent the dyes from coloring your furniture. [1] Pin or clamp it down so it doesn't shift while working with the
hoodie. Consider dyeing your hoodie in the garage or on a fold-out table in the yard so you don't accidentally color something important in the house. 2 Mix dye fixer with water in a large bucket to make the dye stick. Dye has a habit to fade over time, so mix 3 x 4 c (180 ml) dye fixer per 1 US gal (3.8 l)
water in a bucket. For a natural dye fixer, use soda, but if you don't mind using chemicals, opt for sodium carbonate. [2] You can buy dye fixers in craft stores. Wear rubber gloves throughout the tie dye process to prevent irritation from various components and dyes. Use a large bucket or bowl instead of a
small one to dye a hoodie, as unlike a T-shirt or small garment, a hoodie takes up a lot of space. If you get one of the solutions in your eyes, rinse it with water. If it feels particularly painful, contact your poison control hotline. 3 Wash and wrestle your white cotton hoodie to get rid of oils and dirt. Place your
white hoodie in the washing machine itself on a spin cycle, then either put it in the dryer or wring it by hand if you don't want to wait too long to move on. This allows the hoodie to absorb as much dye as possible, and it will get rid of oils that can affect the tie dye design. [3] A white cotton hoodie is best, as
the patterns and dyes show much more clearly. Feel free to use a colored hoodie, but stay away from dark colors and consider how the base color of the hoodie will mix with your chosen dyes. 4 Soak the hoodie in the dye fixer solution for 5 to 10 minutes. Place the hoodie in the mixture of dye fixer and
water and leave to soak for about 5 to 10 minutes, or until fully saturated. Tear out the shirt and place it flat on the plastic tablecloth. You can reuse the same solution for additional things you want to color! [4] 5 Prepare a 3 US gal (11 L) bucket with warm water and add dye. Make the water about as hot as
you would use for a baby bath – about 32-37°C. Mix in about 2 to 4 tsp (5 to 10 g) of your chosen Procion dye and mix it with a metal spoon until the dye is completely dissolved. [5] If you want to add multiple colors to the hoodie, prepare additional buckets of warm water and dye to keep the colors
separate. Add more dye powder to create stronger shades, or less dye powder for muted colors. 1 Create a monochrome swirl by twisting the center of the hoodie. With your hoodie placed flat on the plastic tablecloth, grab the center of the hoodie between the armpits and turn in one direction until the
hoodie is crammed together. Tie 5 or 6 rubber bands around the outside of the hoodie to keep the vertebra intact. Soaking in in Dye solution bucket for about 30 minutes to 1 hour. [6] The wrinkles in the swirling hoodie will not soak nearly as much dye as the exposed areas, creating a white swirl in the
middle of the hoodie that rotates outwards! 2 Make a bullseye pattern by pinching the center of the hoodie with rubber bands. Pinch the center of your hoodie, grab both the front and back in the same movement, and lift the fabric up about 1 in (2.5 cm). Secure a rubber band firmly around the ascent, then
hold rubber bands down at a distance of 2.5 cm until the entire hoodie is wrapped in a cylindrical shape. Then soak the hoodie for 30 minutes to 1 hour. [7] Do not pull fabric through the rubber band areas, but pull up the top of the cylinder to bring the rest of the hoodie and apply rubber bands as you walk.
They will end up with a middle circle with larger circles around it, like a target! 3 Create a colorful diagonal stripe by folding accordion style. From a lower corner of your hoodie, fold in the direction of the opposite shoulder about 2 in (5.1 cm). Then turn the hoodie over and fold it again 5.1 cm. [8] Continue
turning the hoodie and fold the corner until it is only a 5.1 cm rectangle, and attach rubber bands every 2.5 cm to hold them together. To achieve dual coloration, soak half of the rubber band hoodie in a dye bucket for 30 minutes, then soak the other half in a different color for 30 minutes. Your hoodie will
come out with two diagonal color halves with white, parallel lines, all 5.1 cm distributed! 4 Create a sunburst pattern by pinching the hoodie and using liquid dye. Pinch the fabric of the hoodie, grab both the front and the back in one motion and secure the clamped area with tight rubber bands. Do this in
different places until you are satisfied with the number of sun bursts. Apply liquid Procion dye to the unclamped parts of the hoodie first, then press just a few drops on each rubber band area. [9] It is super easy to use multiple colors for Sunburst patterns. Change the color of the fabric and the sun
eruptions by dripping a complementary color of the dye into the pinched area! You don't need to use the dye bucket for this pattern, but if you don't have a liquid procion dye, it will do the job well – although it won't come out as saturated in color. Soak in the dye ingele for 30 minutes to 1 hour. 1 The
hoodie should be wrapped in rubber bands for up to 2 hours. If you soak the hoodie in dye, do not remove the rubber bands and leave it 2 sit on a plastic tablecloth or outside. This allows the dyes to put deep into the fabric of the hoodie, and also makes it easier to wash out excess dye later without
affecting the color too much. If you want the colors to saturate even more, leave the hoodie overnight. Consider wrapping the hoodie in plastic wrap while it sits to prevent spills and stains as the dye sets and liquid liquid 2 Remove the rubber bands and wash the hoodie until the water is running clean. In a
large sink or in the bathtub, run the hoodie under cold water until no dye comes through. This throws away excess dye and the cold water deepens the saturation of the dye that has prevailed. [11] It may be beneficial to start with slightly warm water and gradually turn it to ice cold, as it initially wars away
more dye, but this can also cause the dye to bleed when the water is too hot. 3 Wash and dry the hoodie in the washing machine. After washing with cool water, place the hoodie in the washing machine itself to use with normal detergent. [12] It can take several washers, but after it comes out free of
bleeding dye, stick it into the dryer, and enjoy your new tie dyed hoodie! Do not use a particularly powerful or special-specific detergent as it could cause the dye to bleed when not fully set. Opt for regular, run-of-the-mill washing soap to carry it clean and ready! Ask a question thank you! Thank you! Thank
you! Thank you! Procion Dyes (Liquid or Powder) White Cotton Hoodie Plastic Tablecloth 3.4c (180ml) Dye Fixer Rubber Gloves Multiple 3 US gal (11 L) Bucket dozens of rubber bands washer/dryer Regular laundry soap plastic film (optional) This article was validated by our trained team of editors and
researchers who validated it for accuracy and completeness. WikiHow's content management team carefully monitors the work of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is supported by trusted research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 68,928 times. Co-authors: 3
Updated: June 14, 2020 Views: 68,928 Categories: Tie Dye Clothing and Fabric Print Send Fan Mail to Authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 68,928 times. Published date September 6, 2018 We don't know anything about you, but we consider hoodies a wardrobe staple, no
matter how old you are. A Tie-Dye Hoodie is EVEN BETTER! Lightweight cotton hoodies like this are perfect to wear all season long, as if the A/C in your classroom or office is rejected far too low in warmer months, or to throw a cute jacket over in colder winter months; You can't do anything wrong! Read
on to see 4 ways to trick a simple white hoodie with great tie-dye patterns. Pleat Crumple Tie-Dye Hoodie If you're in the mood to get particularly creative with your hoodie, this is the tie-dye pattern for you! The combination of two Tie-dye techniques, wrinkle/strip technique and crumb technique, there
really is no wrong way to do this. Fold and just fold your hoodie where you want the cool stripe to be (and secure yourself with rubber bands from your tie dye kit), then crunch the rest of the fabric that isn't folded and start adding your tie dye! If you use colors that mix well like red and blue, you can overlap
them to create a purple section. Totally up to you! We used the red and blue dyes from the Psychedelic Psychedelic Kit to create this hoodie. Pleat Crumple Tie-Dye Hoodie Spider Tie-Dye Hoodie Spider Tie-Dye Technique? Say what? Before you get too weird out, let's explain. The spider pattern is really
just the spiral tie dye pattern with black dye added over one side while your hoodie is still wrapped and bound in the spiral shape. It ends the creation of the super cool curved black lines that you see on this hoodie. We used the Rainbow Tie-Dye Kit with the Black 1-Color Kit to create this hoodie. Spider
Tie-Dye Hoodie Spiral Ice Dye Hoodie You Can Never Go Wrong with a Classic Spiral Tie Dye Pattern! So easy to do and it always turns out to be so cool, no matter what color combination you choose. You can keep it simple as we've done here with just two colors, or you can combine up to 6 for super
tricked spiral tie dye. We used colors from the Kaleidoscope Tie-Dye Kit to create this hoodie. Spiral Tie-Dye Hoodie Freeform Pleated Tie-Dye Hoodie Okay, remember a few examples before when we said if you were in the mood to get particularly creative with tie dye, that was the hoodie for you? Well,
THIS ONE takes it to a whole new level ... So this could be the hoodie for you. With how, a bunch of different colors, this hoodie really takes it freeform by slapping the fabric tightly in a curvy direction, then crunching the rest, which is not folded, and a little crazy with dye colors. Make daredevils and have
fun! We used the Super Big Tie-Dye Kit to create this hoodie. Freeform Pleated Tie-Dye Hoodie Feeling Inspired to Start Your Own Tie-Dye Hoodie for the Upcoming Season? Check out our complete tie dye techniques section for more tie dye inspiration! Inspiration!
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